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Bubble Grubble HD for iPhone, iPad Now Available on the App Store
Published on 07/27/12
UK based, Fan Studio has introduced Bubble Grubble HD 1.0, their new action-puzzle game
for iOS devices. Players help Mother Bird catch bugs by shooting them with bubbles and
using real game play physics to tilt their device to float bubbles up to the hungry
chicks. Offering offers two modes of play, Bubble Grubble features hours of stunning
graphics and tricky, challenging game play fit for all ages. It provides hours of game
play across varying scenes with over 80 levels.
London, United Kingdom - Bird game fanatics now have a unique way to engage with their
favorite feathery friends with Bubble Grubble HD 1.0, a new app for iPhone and iPod touch
which combines the use of birds, bubbles and game play physics into one jammed packed,
addictive action-puzzle game.
Bubble Grubble offers hours of stunning graphics and tricky, challenging game play fit for
all ages. The game asks users to help Mother Bird catch bugs by shooting them with bubbles
and to use real game play physics, to tilt their device to float bubbles up to the hungry
chicks. Bugs, however, are not always so easy to catch which is why Mother Bird has stones
and bombs to remove obstacles so that the bug is set free to be caught.
Bubble Grubble offers two modes of play - easy and hard and provides hours of game play
across varying scenes with over 80 levels featuring oceans, mountains, warehouses and
wherever else the bird family has flown to. For game fanatics, there is even a secret 81st
level that is unlocked only to players who have successfully completed all levels of the
game.
In addition to the stunning graphics optimized for the Retina display, the game offers
five levels of game play in both Easy and Hard mode, as well as mandatory involvement of
shooting, obstacle removing and tilting to win each level is sure to cater to action,
strategy, puzzle and simulator gamers alike.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 18.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Bubble Grubble HD 1.0 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Bubble Grubble 1.0:
https://www.facebook.com/BubbleGrubble
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/bubble-grubble-hd/id543912664
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpLLFOOabMY
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/110/Purple/v4/c7/f6/33/c7f63372-13ccdd24-4ef7-ba43fee1b972/mza_8746842274861630390.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
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http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/098/Purple/v4/e7/9c/c3/e79cc3da-62f3-4754-1eef-82cb38bfd5d
3/FIGXMyM6qRwYOtJGlHq52g-temp-upload.atrlegaz.175x175-75.jpg

Established in 2007, Fan Studio is a certified iOS apps and games developer and is one of
the UK's oldest and most experienced development companies. Copyright (C) 2007-2012 Fan
Studio. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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